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Modular Belting has taken "conveyor development" to the next level, it’s been around for longer
than 35 years but has been constantly re-innovating itself to suit the needs of specific industries.
The results of this constant re-innovation is a range that can suit any desired application required.

In addition ModuWare Products help keep industrial plants cleaner, reduce downtime for
maintenance and make belt repairs a quicker and easier process.

LIGHTWEIGHT, DURABLE, ENERGY-EFFICIENT

Our MW ranges of thermoplastic components are one third the weight with one third the friction 
factor as a whole. This results in less drag and wear on conveyor systems with corresponding 
lower horsepower requirements. All of these benefits result in a energy efficient conveyor system 
when compared to the steel equivalent. 

RUNNING CONDITIONS

Moduware components meet the most rigid environmental conditions and applications required. 
They are available in materials that withstand temperatures from -70'C for freezing to +165'C 
for shrink wrap tunnels. The components are available in materials resistant to most chemicals 
utilized in food, pharmaceutical and electronic industries. With our detailed belt inquiry sheet we 
can assist you with finding the right belt for your desired application.

FDA AND USDA APRROVED (CLEAN AND SANITARY)

Moduware components are available in FDA approved materials and in configurations meeting
USDA requirements for clean ability. Moduware components eliminate the need for lubricants 
and potential product contamination in most applications. Sources for metal contamination are 
also eliminated by the use of a full plastic components.

WHY WOULD YOU WANT TO USE MODWARE OVER OTHER SUPPLIERS:

SALES-DEPARTMENT

We know your industry, your applications, and your needs. Our sales department will provide
you all the technical advice your company may need from the beginning to the end.

TECHNICAL-DEPARTMENT

We specialise in belting therefore we are exposed to all forms of belt and conveyor development 
at the same time we believe in innovation this assures our commitment to supply the best solutions 
to all your requirements.

QUALITY
With our ISO 9001 Quality management system in place for our moulding facility we can trace 
the supplied belt to the raw material used to make the modules. This has become one of the 
reasons as to why Moduware is the leading supplier of Plastic Modular belting in South Africa.



ASSEMBLY

The moulded pieces are interlaced forming rows which are joined by means of connecting rods.
This modular configuration enables the customer to customize the belt according to their
application needs. There is a belt and design available for every application possible.

INDUSTRIES
ModuWare is present in most industries. Therefore let us know what your production
needs are and we will explain as to what you have been missing out on, if for some strange
reason you are not using our products yet.

AFTER-SALES SERVICE
We are one of the few companies who offers a 24/7 service. We understand that industries
do not take holidays therefore we have a highly effective manufacturing and assembling 
program to meet urgent requests. Please also inquire about our "made to size" stock holding 
program.

Applications:
 Meat, poultry, fish
 Bakeries, Snack foods, Beverage,
 Pharmaceuticals, canning, textiles, electronics
 Printing and Corrugated industry.



Standard materials (Adapt your plastic to your environment)

Polyethylene (PE)

Polypropylene (PP)

Polyacetal (POM)

Special Materials

Good resistance to acids and hydrocarbons
Fairly flexible and good impact absorption
Good release properties (non stick surface)
Can float
Suitable for temperatures of between - 70°C and +65°C

Standard material for normal applications
Good resistance to acids, salts and alcohols
Can float
Fairly diverse plastic, can work in a variety of applications.
Suitable for temperatures of between +5°C and +98.8 °C

Relatively hard surface, hard-wearing and cut resistant
Hardly any material fatigue (does not soften)
Excellent mechanical, thermal and chemical properties
Very low friction coefficient
Suitable for temperatures of between -45°C and +100°C

Moduware modules made of standard materials are FDA compliant.
All our suppliers are SABS & ISO 9001 : 2000 certified.

Stainless steel connecting rods are available.

Thermoplastic polyester (PBT) (flame retardant)
not quite as stiff as POM; otherwise same mechanical properties suitable for 
temperatures of between -30°C and +90°C

High temperature nylon (PA HT)
suitable for temperatures of between -30°C and +165°C

All off cuts are donated to the
Dunoon Plastic Recyclers.
Going Green is easy.

Tel: 021 557 0129      Fax: 021 557 3627
www.beltingedge.com



MW25 Radius BeltingMW25 Radius Belting

MW25R MW25 Radius Belting (25mm Pitch)
Straight or Radius Applications

Interlocking belt surface provides continuous product support and
permits accumulation without scratching or marking.
Bi-Directional, FDA approved material belt.
Vibration free belt movement minimizes product shifting and
damage.
Snap in rods for easy assembly and repair.
Countersunk rod heads provide smooth even edges.
32% open surface area for superior air/liquid flow.
Non-stick surface reduces and eliminates frost, ice or other
environmental buildup. This applies to PE material.
The belt is also designed to take an inside turning radius equal to 2.5
times the nominal belt width for belts up to 600mm wide, 3 times for
belts over 600mm wide.

TOP AND SIDE VIEW SPROCKET & BELT CONFIG.

C  D  EA B

Module Width: 150mm
                       300mm

A 8,9mm
B  Pin Hole Diameter 5mm 

AVAILABLE MATERIALS

Belt
Material

Colour
Standard 

Rod
Material

Maximum Belt
Pull

Kg/m²

Belt Weight

kg/m²

Continuous
Temp. Range

C°

Agency
Approvals

FDA

Acetal (AC)

Polypropylene (PP)
Polyethelene (PE)

blue
sky blue

grey

AC*
AC*
AC*

1021
817
1532

6.41
6.70

10.20

+10 to +98.9

-73 to +40

-40 to +93.30

*Nylon / HDPE based Extruded rods available on request. (4.8mm Diameter Rods)
*Custom widths, available on request. Please also keep in mind that on various blends of plastic there could be a slight difference in
  standard widths. If this is critical to your application please request an official sample for your design and test requirements.

Sprocket Sizes 7th 9th 12th 15th 18th 19th 30th
Hub Diameter 51mm 68mm 87mm 111mm 133mm 140mm

Pitch Diameter 58mm 75mm 94mm 119.5mm 141mm 148mm

Outside Diameter 69mm 85mm 102.5mm 130mm 150mm 157mm

*We recommend machined sprockets; this is due to its long life span and the ability to choose specific plastics for specific applications.
  Please keep in mind that our standard bore on all machines and moulded sprockets is a 25mm bore fitted with an 8mm keyway. 
  To avoid special machining requests on custom bores please try stick to the standard.

BELT ACCESSORIES MW25R

75mm

Flights LBP Rollers Incline Application Sprocket and Belt



MW25 Radius PremiumMW25 Radius Premium

MW25RP MW25 Radius Premium (25mm Pitch)
Straight or Radius Applications

Open belt surface with a smooth top which provides continuous product support 
and permits accumulation without scratching or marking the product being 
conveyed.
Bi-Directional, ideal choice for medium weight products.
Vibration free belt movement minimizes product shifting and
damage along with prolonged belt life.
Locking clips for easy assembly and easily repairs when needed.
52% open surface area for superior air/liquid flow.
Non-stick surface reduces and eliminates frost, ice or other
environmental buildup. This applies to PE material.
The belt is also designed to take an inside turning radius equal to 2.2
times the nominal belt width for belts up to 600mm wide, 2.5 times for
belts over 600mm wide.
Applications: Radius conveyors, spiral coolers for dairy, snacks and seafood 
production.

TOP AND SIDE VIEW SPROCKET & BELT CONFIG.

C  D  EA B

Module Width: 207mm with TAB
                      208mm w/out TAB

A 11,45mm
B  Pin Hole Diameter 5,3mm 

AVAILABLE MATERIALS

Belt
Material

Colour
Standard 

Rod
Material

Maximum Belt
Pull

Kg/m²

Belt Weight

kg/m²

Continuous
Temp. Range

C°

Agency
Approvals

FDA

Acetal (AC)
Polypropylene (PP) blue

blue
AC
AC

90
110

4.5
7

+10 to +98.9

- 40 to +90

*Nylon / HDPE / S/Steel based Extruded rods available on request. (4.8mm Diameter Rods)
*Custom widths, available on request. Please also keep in mind that on various blends of plastic there could be a slight difference in
  standard widths. If this is critical to your application please request an official sample for your design and test requirements.

Sprocket Sizes 8th 10th 12th 15th 18th 20th
Hub Diameter (C) 56mm 63mm 79mm 107mm 129mm 147mm

Pitch Diameter (D) 65mm 72mm 87mm 115mm 137mm 153mm

Outside Diameter (E) 73mm 87mm 96mm 124mm 147mm 161mm

*We recommend machined sprockets; this is due to its long life span and the ability to choose specific plastics for specific applications.
  Please keep in mind that our standard bore on all machines and moulded sprockets is a 25mm round bore fitted with an 8mm keyway. 
  To avoid special machining requests on custom bores please try stick to the standard.

BELT ACCESSORIES MW25RP

Flights Side Guards Sprocket and Belt Spiral Application



MW25 Flush Grid BeltingMW25 Flush Grid Belting

MW25FG MW25 Flush Grid Belting (25mm Pitch)
Straight Running Applications

Interlocking belt surface provides continuous product support and 
allows for accumulative applications without scratching or damaging 
the product.
Bi-Directional, FDA approved material.
Vibration free belt movement minimizes product shifting and
damage.
Snap in rods for easy assembly and repair.
Countersunk rod heads provide smooth even edges.
40% open surface area for superior air/liquid flow.
Non-stick surface reduces and eliminates frost, ice or other
environmental buildup. This applies to PE material.
Perfect design belt for shrink wrap tunnel belt supplied in heat 
resistent nylon.

TOP AND SIDE VIEW SPROCKET & BELT CONFIG.

C  D  EA
B

A 9mm
B  Pin Hole Diameter 4.85mm 

Module Width: 150mm
                      300mm

AVAILABLE MATERIALS

Belt
Material

Colour
Standard 

Rod
Material

Maximum Belt
Pull

Kg/m²

Belt Weight

kg/m²

Continuous
Temp. Range

C°

Agency
Approvals

FDA

Acetal (AC)

Polypropylene (PP)
Polyethelene (PE)

white
sky blue

blue

AC*
AC*
AC*

1040
540

1980

4.52
4.62
6.54

+10 to +98.9
- 73 to +40

- 40 to +93.30

*AC / HDPE based Extruded rods available on request. (4.8mm Diameter Rods)
*Custom widths, available on request. Please also keep in mind that on various blends of plastic there could be a slight difference in
  standard widths. If this is critical to your application please request an official sample for your design and test requirements.

Sprocket Sizes 8th 10th 12th 15th 18th 20th
Hub Diameter (C) 51mm 67.5mm 82mm 107mm 132mm 151mm

Pitch Diameter (D) 59mm 76mm 92mm 120mm 146mm 159mm

Outside Diameter (E) 67mm 84mm 101mm 128mm 152mm 169mm

*We recommend machined sprockets; this is due to its long life span and the ability to choose specific plastics for specific applications.
  Please keep in mind that our standard bore on all machines and moulded sprockets is a 25mm bore fitted with an 8mm keyway. 
  To avoid special machining requests on custom bores please try stick to the standard.

BELT ACCESSORIES MW25FG

Side Guards LBP Rollers Metal Detector Application Sprocket and Belt



MW25 Solid Top BeltingMW25 Solid Top Belting

MW25ST MW25 Solid Top Belting (25mm Pitch)
Strong, durable 25mm pitch design is ideal for container,
package and food handling applications.
Plastic material used, carries a full FDA approval. Design is
SABS approved and is fully approved for food production.
Certificates available on request.
0% open area for air/liquid flow.
Snap-in rods for easy assembly and frustration free repair.
Countersunk rod heads provide smooth even edges.
Non-metal components eliminate potential product
contamination and allow for metal detector applications.
Square tooth design of sprockets ensures long production life
and effective engagement between belt and sprocket.

TOP AND SIDE VIEW SPROCKET & BELT CONFIG.

C  D  E

A 9mm
B  Pin Hole Diameter 4.85mm 

A
B

Module Width: 150mm
                      300mm

AVAILABLE MATERIALS

Belt
Material

Colour
Standard 

Rod
Material

Maximum Belt
Pull

Kg/m²

Belt Weight

kg/m²

Continuous
Temp. Range

C°

Agency
Approvals

FDA

Acetal (AC)

Polypropylene (PP)
Polyethelene (PE)

blue
sky blue

grey

AC*
AC*
AC*

1021
817

1532

7.32
7.71

12.00

+10 to +98.9

-73 to +40

-40 to +93.30

*Nylon / HDPE based rods available on request. (4.8mm Diameter Rods)
*Custom widths, available on request. Please also keep in mind that on various blends of plastic there could be a slight difference in
  standard widths. If this is critical to your application please request an official sample for your design and test requirements.

Sprocket Sizes 8th 10th 12th 15th 18th 20th
Hub Diameter (C) 58mm 72mm 90mm 107mm 136mm 150mm

Pitch Diameter (D) 62mm 77mm 93mm 117mm 139mm 152mm

Outside Diameter (E) 67mm 83mm 100mm 125mm 150mm 157mm

*We recommend machined sprockets; this is due to its long life span and the ability to choose specific plastics for specific applications.
  Please keep in mind that our standard bore on all machines and moulded sprockets is a 25mm round bore fitted with an 8mm keyway. 
  To avoid special machining requests on custom bores please try stick to the standard.

BELT ACCESSORIES MW25ST

Flights Side Guards Incline Application Sprocket and Belt

50mm & 100mm 100mm



MW25 Vented Top BeltingMW25 Vented Top Belting

MW25VT MW25 Vented Top Belting (25mm Pitch)
Strong, durable 25mm pitch design is ideal for container,
package and food handling applications.
Plastic material used, carries a full FDA approval. Design is
SABS approved and is fully approved for food production.
Certificates available on request.
22% open area for air/liquid flow.
Snap-in rods for easy assembly and frustration free repair.
Countersunk rod heads provide smooth even edges.
Non-metal components eliminate potential product
contamination and allow for metal detector applications.
Square tooth design of sprockets ensures long production life
and effective engagement between belt and sprocket.

TOP AND SIDE VIEW SPROCKET & BELT CONFIG.

C  D  EA
B

A 8mm
B  Pin Hole Diameter 4.7mm 

Module Width: 150mm
                      300mm

A
B

A 8mm
B  Pin Hole Diameter 4.7mm 

Module Width: 150mm
                      300mm

AVAILABLE MATERIALS

Belt
Material

Colour
Standard 

Rod
Material

Maximum Belt
Pull

Kg/m²

Belt Weight

kg/m²

Continuous
Temp. Range

C°

Agency
Approvals

FDA

Acetal (AC)

Polypropylene (PP)
Polyethelene (PE)

blue
sky blue

grey

AC*
AC*
AC*

1021
817

1532

7.12
7.31

11.45

+10 to +98.9

-73 to +40

-40 to +93.30

*Nylon / HDPE based Extruded rods available on request. (4.8mm Pin Diameter)
*Custom widths, available on request. Please also keep in mind that on various blends of plastic there could be a slight difference in
  standard widths. If this is critical to your application please request an official sample for your design and test requirements.

Sprocket Sizes 8th 10th 12th 15th 18th 20th
Hub Diameter (C) 58mm 72mm 90mm 107mm 136mm 150mm

Pitch Diameter (D) 62mm 77mm 93mm 117mm 139mm 152mm

Outside Diameter (E) 67mm 83mm 100mm 125mm 150mm 157mm

*We recommend machined sprockets; this is due to its long life span and the ability to choose specific plastics for specific applications.
  Please keep in mind that our standard bore on all machines and moulded sprockets is a 25mm bore fitted with an 8mm keyway. 
  To avoid special machining requests on custom bores please try stick to the standard.

BELT ACCESSORIES MW25VT

Flights Side Guards Incline Application Sprocket and Belt

50mm & 100mm 100mm



MW25 Heavy Duty Solid TopMW25 Heavy Duty Solid Top

MW25HD MW25 Heavy Duty Solid Top (25mm Pitch)
Heavy Duty, durable 25mm pitch design is ideal for container, package and 
corrugated board processing
Plastic material used, carries a full FDA approval and is fully approved for food 
processing. Certificates available on request.
0% open area for air/liquid flow.
Snap-in rods for easy assembly and frustration free repair.
Countersunk rod heads provide smooth even edges.
Officially one of the strongest belts on offer, that is made in South Africa.
Non-metal components eliminate potential product contamination and allows for 
metal detector applications.
Tooth profile of sprocket ensures exceptional life span and effective engagement 
between belt and sprocket.

TOP AND SIDE VIEW SPROCKET & BELT CONFIG.

C  D  EA
B

A 12.5mm
B  Pin Hole Diameter 6mm 

Module Width: 75mm
                      

A
B

 
                      150mm

AVAILABLE MATERIALS

Belt
Material

Colour
Standard 

Rod
Material

Maximum Belt
Pull

Kg/m²

Belt Weight

kg/m²

Continuous
Temp. Range

C°

Agency
Approvals

FDA

Polypropylene (PP)
Nylon

blue
dark blue

AC
AC

2350
3210

8.95
10.30

+10 to +98.90

+10 to +93.30

*Nylon / HDPE based Extruded rods available on request. (5.9mm Pin Diameter)
*Custom widths, available on request. Please also keep in mind that on various blends of plastic there could be a slight difference in
  standard widths. If this is critical to your application please request an official sample for your design and test requirements.

Sprocket Sizes 7th 10th 12th 15th 18th 20th 22th
Hub Diameter 48mm 71mm 82mm 106mm 131mm 147mm 164mm

Pitch Diameter 58mm 76mm 87mm 112mm 136mm 153mm 169mm

Outside Diameter 90mm 82mm 98mm 122mm 147mm 164mm 180mm

*We recommend machined sprockets; this is due to its long life span and the ability to choose specific plastics for specific applications.
  Please keep in mind that our standard bore on all machines and moulded sprockets is a 25mm bore fitted with an 8mm keyway. 
  To avoid special machining requests on custom bores please try stick to the standard.

BELT ACCESSORIES MW25HD

Bottling Corrugated Sprocket and Belt



MW40 Radius BeltingMW40 Radius Belting

MW40R MW40 Radius Belting (38mm Pitch)
Straight or Radius Applications

Interlocking belt surface provides continuous product support and permits
accumulation without scratching or marking. Limited contact between belt and 
product.
Bi-Directional, FDA material approved belt.
Vibration free belt movement minimizes product shifting and damage.
Snap in rods for easy assembly and repair.
Countersunk rod heads provide smooth even edges.
Tab configuration of radius belts permits cost effective conveyer
construction.
58 % open surface area for superior air/liquid flow.
Non-stick surface reduces and/or eliminates frost, ice or other
environmental buildup. This applies to PE material.
The belt is also designed to take an inside turning radius equal to 2.5 times the 
belt width.

TOP AND SIDE VIEW SPROCKET & BELT CONFIG.

C  D  E
A B

A 15mm
B  Pin Hole Diameter 5mm 

Module Width: 330mm

AVAILABLE MATERIALS

Belt
Material

Colour
Standard 

Rod
Material

Maximum Belt
Pull

Kg/m²

Belt Weight

kg/m²

Continuous
Temp. Range

C°

Agency
Approvals

FDA

Acetal (AC)

Polypropylene (PP)
Polyethelene (PE)

blue
sky blue

grey

AC*
AC*
AC*

890
710

1340

7.08
7.56

11.22

+10 to +98.9

-73 to +40

-40 to +93.30

*Nylon / HDPE based Extruded rods available on request. (4.8mm Pin Diameter)
*Custom widths, available on request. Please also keep in mind that on various blends of plastic there could be a slight difference in
  standard widths. If this is critical to your application please request an official sample for your design and test requirements.

Sprocket Sizes 7th 9th 12th 15th 17th
Hub Diameter (C) 69mm 89mm 118mm 148mm 168mm

Pitch Diameter (D) 80mm 103mm 137mm 171mm 194mm

Outside Diameter (E) 92mm 119mm 158mm 198mm 224mm

*We recommend machined sprockets; this is due to its long life span and the ability to choose specific plastics for specific applications.
  Please keep in mind that our standard bore on all machines and moulded sprockets is a 25mm bore fitted with an 8mm keyway. 
  To avoid special machining requests on custom bores please try stick to the standard.

BELT ACCESSORIES MW40R

Flights Roller Belt Incline Application Sprocket and Belt



MW50 Fluid Flow BeltingMW50 Fluid Flow Belting

MW50FF MW50 Fluid Flow Belting (50mm Pitch)
Tight, close rib opening design provides 35% open area for
air/liquid flow.
Increased lateral support permits tip free movement and prevents
fall through of objects as small as nuts and cranberries.
Wide tooth sprocket design provides excellent distribution of
tension across the belt width.
Vibration free belt movement minimizes product shifting and
damage.
Snap in rods for easy assembly and repair.
Countersunk rod heads provide smooth even edges.
Non-metal components eliminate potential product contamination
and allow for metal detector applications

TOP AND SIDE VIEW SPROCKET & BELT CONFIG.

C  D  E
A B

A 17mm
B  Pin Hole Diameter 6,2mm 

Module Width: 100mm
                      200mm

AVAILABLE MATERIALS

Belt
Material

Colour
Standard 

Rod
Material

Maximum Belt
Pull

Kg/m²

Belt Weight

kg/m²

Continuous
Temp. Range

C°

Agency
Approvals

FDA

Acetal (AC)

Polypropylene (PP)
Polyethelene (PE)

blue
sky blue

blue

AC*
AC*
AC*

2420
1920
2890

7.80
7.76
9.95

+10 to +98.9

-73 to +40

-40 to +93.30

*Nylon / HDPE based Extruded rods available on request. (6mm Pin Diameter)
*Custom widths, available on request. Please also keep in mind that on various blends of plastic there could be a slight difference in
  standard widths. If this is critical to your application please request an official sample for your design and test requirements.

Sprocket Sizes 6th 8th 10th 12th 16th
Hub Diameter (C) 70mm 105mm 138mm 170mm 200.5mm

Pitch Diameter (D) 78mm 112mm 146mm 178mm 208mm

Outside Diameter (E) 91mm 125mm 158mm 191mm 221mm

*We recommend machined sprockets; this is due to its long life span and the ability to choose specific plastics for specific applications.
  Please keep in mind that our standard bore on all machines and moulded sprockets is a 30mm bore fitted with an 8mm keyway. 
  To avoid special machining requests on custom bores please try stick to the standard.

BELT ACCESSORIES MW50FF

Flights Side Guards Incline Application Sprocket and Belt



MW50 Solid Top BeltingMW50 Solid Top Belting

MW50ST MW50 Solid Top Belting (50mm Pitch)
Straight Running Applications

Interlocking belt surface provides continuous product support and permits
accumulation without scratching or marking the belt surface.
Cam-link design hinges expose more hinge and rod area as the belt goes
around the sprockets. This feature allows for effective cleaning processes
to be added to the conveyor system. Please inquire about our unique self
cleaning nozzle system. Ensuring 30% faster cleaning.
Bi-Directional, FDA material approved belt.
Vibration free belt movement minimizes product shifting and damage.
Countersunk snap in rods for easy assembly and repair also creating a
smooth even edge.
Non-stick surface reduces and/or eliminates frost, ice or other
environmental buildup. This applies to our custom blend PE material.
Non-metal components eliminate potential product contamination.

TOP AND SIDE VIEW SPROCKET & BELT CONFIG.

C  D  E
A B

A 20mm
B  Pin Hole Diameter 7.8mm 

Module Width: 150mm
                      300mm

AVAILABLE MATERIALS

Belt
Material

Colour
Standard 

Rod
Material

Maximum Belt
Pull

Kg/m

Belt Weight

kg/m²

Continuous
Temp. Range

C°

Agency
Approvals

FDA

Acetal (AC)

Polypropylene (PP)
Polyethelene (PE)

blue
sky blue

grey

HDPE
HDPE
HDPE

2150
1860
2760

8.05
8.78
10.25

+10 to +98.9

-73 to +40

-40 to +93.30

*Nylon / HDPE based Extruded rods available on request. (7.7mm Pin Diameter)
*Custom widths, available on request. Please also keep in mind that on various blends of plastic there could be a slight difference in
  standard widths. If this is critical to your application please request an official sample for your design and test requirements.

Sprocket Sizes 6th 8th 10th 12th 16th
Hub Diameter (C) 78mm 109mm 140mm 171mm 234mm

Pitch Diameter (D) 87mm 116mm 147mm 180mm 247mm

Outside Diameter (E) 96mm 129mm 161mm 193mm 258mm

*We recommend machined sprockets; this is due to its long life span and the ability to choose specific plastics for specific applications.
  Please keep in mind that our standard bore on all machines and moulded sprockets is a 30mm bore fitted with an 8mm keyway. 
  To avoid special machining requests on custom bores please try stick to the standard.

BELT ACCESSORIES MW50ST

Flights Side Guards Sprocket and Belt



IMPORTED PLASTIC MODULAR BELTINGIMPORTED PLASTIC MODULAR BELTING

Wide Range Of Processing Belts ModuWare Manufacturing offers a wide
range of imported plastic processing
belts . We have numerous
manufacturers worldwide. Therefore we
pride ourselves on being one of the few
companies in SA who can locate and
provide spares for most imported ranges
of belting.
Foreign ranges on offer:
Uni-Chains, Intralox, Scan Belt,
Hablink, MCC, KVP, Euro Belt

INTRALOX SERIES 1100

Pitch: 15.2mm
Open Area: 28%
Moulded Plastics:
PP / PE / AC / Nylon
Application:
 Canning
 Metal Detector
 Tight transfer  
 conveying

UNICHAINS M - SNB M3

Pitch: 12.7mm
Open Area: 14%
Pin Diameter: 5mm
Moulded Plastics:
PP / PE / AC 
Application:
 Canning
 Metal Detector
 Tight transfer 

MQ10MM PINLESS

Pitch: 10mm
Moulded Width: 160mm
Open Area: 24%
Pin Diameter: No Pin
Moulded Plastics:
PP / PE / AC 
Application:
 Canning
 Metal Detector
 Extremely tight  
 transfer   
 conveying

INTRALOX SERIES 900 RAISED RIB

Pitch: 27.2mm
Open Area: 38%
Moulded Plastics:
PP / PE / AC / Nylon
Application:
 Canning
 Bottling
 Pasteurising
 Tip free   
 conveying

MQHF15.2MM GRIP TOP

Pitch: 12.7mm
Moulded Width: 152mm
Open Area: 0%
Pin Diameter: 4.6mm
Moulded Plastics:
PP / PE / AC 
Moulded Rubber:
NBR Rubber
Application:
 Incline   
 application

INTRALOX SERIES 2400 RADIUS

Pitch: 25.4mm
Open Area: 42%
Moulded Plastics:
PP / PE / AC / Nylon
Application:
 Canning
 Cooling towers
 Food conveyor  
 processes



IMPORTED POWER CHAINSIMPORTED POWER CHAINS

Wide Range Of Processing Chains Plastic tabletop chains are made of
engineered plastic and are connected
using stainless steel pins. The plastic
tabletop chains work as an effective
light-weight, yet strong and silent
alternative to steel chains. However for
higher temprature and heavier duty
applications we also offer the S/Steel
chains.

We offer Iwis, Unichains, Systemplast and MCC

                 

PLASTIC SLATBAND CHAIN

From standard low
friction to specialized
high-tech materials for
specific applications, 
the ModuWare plastic 
Tabletop range is 
capable of delivering 
a wide range of 
solutions for conveyor 
applications for 
virtually any industry.

STEEL SLATBAND CHAINS

Steel slat band chains 
are ideal for handling 
glass bottles, PET 
containers, kegs, rates 
and many other 
products. They offer 
excellent wear 
capabilities and 
ensure long life and 
effective production.

PLASTIC SLATBAND LBP CHAINS

This range of chain 
offers excellent 
accumulation coping 
capabilities. The
wheels are moulded
from high strength 
acteal which also 
creates a low friction 
surface. Allowing
products to slide freely.

CHAINBELTS

Magnaflex Chain is 
made from 
XLG-ACETAL & 
PSACETAL.
These chains are high 
performance chains 
and are designed to 
run with specific 
magnetic curves.

MULTIFLEX CHAINS

The product program
offers a wide range of
ModuWare multi-flex
chains. These chains are 
intended for single lane 
product handling in a 
variety of applications.
Please supply us with
either a picture or
product code and we 
will match it to our 
ranges.

PLASTIC CASE CONVEYOR CHAINS

These chains have a 
very robust design, 
making them ideally 
suited for tough 
applications, such as 
case and crate 
handling. They have a
good open area to deal 
with the often abrasive 
debris which these belts 
encounter in their 
various applications.



DESIGN OF CONVEYOR SYSTEM

Unlike other conventional conveyor belt systems, in which it is necessary to apply to the belt a high “adherence” tension with 
regard to the transmission drums, in the MODUWARE modular conveyor belt system, with direct and positive traction by 
means of sprockets, this tension must be the minimum necessary, so that the sprockets get correctly fitted to the belt ensuring 
the effective driving of the belt. Excess tension could throw the pitch of the belt out causing the belt not to mesh with the 
sprockets.

To achieve this, it is necessary to leave the belt hanging down freely when coming out of the sprockets, once the first support
roller has been passed, forming a hanging called “catenary curve”. It will act as a natural take-up, absorbing the changes in
length of the belt owing to expansions and contractions. It will apply a tension fixing the belt on the teeth of the sprockets.

Then the belt can rest on return-way rollers, whose distance will be lesser than that of the first catenary, or on wearstrips.

CONVEYOR UNDER 2 METRES: If the conveyor length is under 2 metres, there will be just one catenary that will hang
down freely all along the return way. In this case it will not be necessary to place any roller in the return way.

CONVEYOR OVER 2 METRES: For conveyor lengths over 2 metres, one return roller will be placed near every shaft, at
a distance ranging between 200 and 500mm, and as many rollers as necessary in the middle, so that the spacing among 
them range between 850 and 1,200 mm.



In the pictures below, we show different examples regarding the arrangement of rollers in the return way to create the
catenary curves.

Sometimes we can raise the return way of the belt, being reduced the dimensions of the conveyor structure.

Before designing radial conveying systems with a
curve of 360 degree or less the following aspects
need to get taken into account:

             A: The minimum length of the first straight
             has to be 1.5 times the belt width. This is
             done to avoid excess pull on sprockets.
             B: The turning radius for all curve
             conveyors should be for the MW40R 2.5
             times the belts width and for the MW25R
             2.2 times the belts width. Measured from
             the inside.
             C: When two consecutive turns are made
             in the opposite direction. the straight
             section should be 2 times the belt width to
             avoid wear on lateral fastenings and to
             avoid excess stress on belt.
             D: Minimum length for last straight section,
             drive shaft should be at least 1.5 times belt
             width, in order to avoid unnecessary wear
             on sprockets and premature wear of the belt.

RADIAL APPLICATIONS

In the construction of conveyors, the distances appearing in the chart above must be respected according to the belt Series
and the size of the sprocket. Please consider these drawings as a guideline. Contact your nearest ModuWare agent for more
details as to exact series specs.



WEARSTRIPS ARRANGEMENTWEARSTRIPS ARRANGEMENT

The flat wearstrips are fastened by means of flat headed plastic screws, which provides a smooth 
surface free of any hooking points. The wearstrips arrangement is an important factor in the life span of 
a Plastic modular belt. It should be chosen by considering the most suitable configuration according to 
the transport needs required. To calculate the quantity of supports,the weight of the product to be 
conveyed should be taken into account, this will help to recomend a specific wearstrip patern along 
with specific material.

PARRALLEL RUNNERS

It consists of placing the wearstrips in a parallel and 
continuous way along the conveyor structure.

It is preferable to position them so that the joints do 
not coincide.

This is probably the simplest and most economical 
configuration although, depending on the load to be 
transported, uneven wears can arise on the bottom 
surface of the belt.

It is not advisable for applications with a very heavy 
load. However a very simple and straight forward 
form of installation required.

Please contact your nearest ModuWare agent to 
confirm if this form of installations possible for your 
application.

CHEVRON ARRAY

The wearstrips are placed throughout the length and
breadth of the conveyor, as shown in the picture on
the left.

The possible wear that the belt might occur will be 
even all over the belt, since it is resting on the wear-
strips with the total length and width of the belt being 
supported.

With this angle-shaped layout the cleaning and the
removal of wastes is made easy and often occurs 
without having to add extra scrapers.

It is advisable for applications bearing heavy loads or
for high speeds. If your budget allows consider all
conveyors to carry this type of pattern. It is by far the
most effective wearstrip pattern around.

Please inquire about our extruded or material wear-
strips. We can supply and design a range for your 
specific application.



Sanitation Guidelines

RECOMMENDATIONS SANITATION DO’s and DONT’s



Company Date
Attention From
Address Phone
City Fax

CONVEYOR SIZE

1 Product being conveyed (size)  

2 Conveyor Length 

3 Belt Width 

4 Belt Speed 

5 How Many Starts  & Stops 

6 Hours of Operation 

7 Size of Sprockets (Pitch Diameter) 

8 Shaft Size and keyweight 

9 Location of Drive (Feed/Centre/Discharge End) 

 mm

mm 

 mm 

 mm/min

 Per hou

 Hrs 

 mm 

 mm 
  

PRODUCT INFORMATION

10 Type of Product  
11 Side Loading  Or in Direction of Travel  

12 Product weight
Kg 

Spacing apart 
mm 

 

13 Speed of Product Max 
 

Min 
 

14 How is product Packaged  

15 Product Accumulation Yes  No  

16 Temperature of Product Max  Min  

17 Room Temperature  Max  Min  

18 Running Conditions Wet  Dry  

19 Presence of Chemicals (Include Oils, Fats, Lubricants Etc) 

 Describe Type and concentration  

  
20 Abrasive Conditions Yes No If Yes, Describe  

21 Is Belt Exposed to Direct Sunlight Yes No 
22 Type of Wearstrip UHMW Prelube Smooth Steel Nylatron Other  

23 Is Conveyor Horizontal  And/or Incline  If Incline, Give Elevation Change  Length/m 

24 Are Flights (Cleats) Required? If Yes Give Height            mm Indent of Each Side of Belt                         mm 

 Pitch of flights:                       mm If Gaps are required include dimensions of sketch 
25 A sketch of the conveyor system would be greatly appreciated (It helps clear up what the questions don't.)  

 

mm x



Volta eqv. Polyflex belting is a solid extruded elastomeric resin that outperforms 
conventional Nitrile, PVC or Urethane fabric belts. Available in two types: “S” for 
applications requiring normal loads, “H” for use with heavier loads. Both types are 
available in several thicknesses. Deep reverse diamond impression is available for 
inclines and where greater product traction is required. The smooth side is used for 
horizontal conveying. Blue Polyflex is used for differentiating product color from the 
belt color and to reduce eye strain.

Because Polyflex is non-porous, it will not absorb oils and fats which provide a 
breeding ground for bacteria and fungus build-up.

Resists Bacteria Build-up

USDA/FDA/3A Accepted
Nonporous covers to resist bacteria and allergen
contamination
Fabric reinforced to minimize elongation
Abrasion & cut resistant
Easily made endless (decreases down time)
Available with V-Guides, cleats, sidewalls and 
edge capping
Available with subliminal pacing stripes and/or 
numbers
Available with textured or smooth surface
Available in Tan, Blue & Ivory
Wide temperature range

Characteristics

Fish Processing
Fruit and Vegetable Processing
Confectionary Products
Poultry and Meat Packing
Bakery Industry
Cereal Processing
Cheese Processing
Pharmaceuticals
Tobacco Products
Photo Processing
Automotive Industry
Printing Industry
Waste Treatment Plants

Industries Served

POLYFLEX (Extruded Elastomeric Conveyor Belting)POLYFLEX (Extruded Elastomeric Conveyor Belting)

Poly�ex 25SD
Poly�ex S
& SR Series

Poly�ex
Trackguard

Poly�ex
H Series

Trough conveyors
Food processing
(30S Blue)

Cleated incline
meat/poultry (30SR Beige)

Cereal Processing
(25SD Tan)

Vegetable Processings
(30H Ivory)
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PRODUCT OVERVIEWPRODUCT OVERVIEW
PLASTIC MODULAR BELTS & COMPONENTS

POSITIVE DRIVE CONVEYOR BELTS

Locally manufactured Plastic Modular belting, which is SABS approved.
Non-standard moulds can be designed to suit unique applications, if our wide range of 
standard sizes does not meet your requirements.
All related plastic components are machined in an in-house CNC workshop.
Intralox agents.

Shingle Polyflex belting is a solid extruded elastomeric resin that outperforms conventional 
Nitrile, PVC or Urethane fabric belts
USDA/FDA/3A Accepted
Nonporous covers to resist bacteria and allergen contamination
Abrasion & cut resistant
Fat and Oil resistant
Available with V-Guides, cleats, sidewalls and edge capping
Available in Tan, Blue & Ivory
Wide temperature range
Available in two types: “S” for applications requiring normal loads, “H” for use with heavier 
loads
Deep reverse diamond impression is available for inclines and where greater product traction 
is required, while the smooth side is used for horizontal conveying
Blue Polyflex is used for differentiating product colour from the belt colour and to reduce eye 
strain
Suited for use in organic and inorganic applications



CONVEYOR BELTS & RELATED PRODUCTS

EXTRUDED POLYURETHANE BELTS

ENGINEERED TRANSMISSION BELTS

Belts for multiple applications are on offer for use in manufacturing, commerce and service 
industries - whether antistatic, FDA, oil resistant, bulk and unit materials handling, magnetic 
and incline applications, radius and elevator conveyors.
Fitment of guide profiles, sidewalls and cross cleats and custom punched vacuum belts.
POLYFLEX, our economical alternative to Volta, is a solid extruded elastomeric resin that 
outperforms conventional Nitrile, PVC or Urethane fabric belts. Available in two types for 
normal and heavy loads, with a reverse diamond impression on offer for incline applications. 
This material is USDA/FDA/3A accepted, bacteria and allergen resistant, cut resistant 
and available with V-Guide, cleats, sidewalls and edge-capping. Ideal for use in food, 
pharmaceutical, tobacco, automotive, waste treatment and printing industries.
Service rates for on site splicing or fastener fitment and related services are highly 
competitve.

Extensive range of V and Round belts available 
Abrasion resistant, durable, resistant to chemicals, moisture and oils
Replaces almost all types of V-belts and link belts
Reduces belt wastage to a minimum
Minimal maintenance required
Eliminate need for special pulleys
Available spliced or joined with connector clips
Supplied continuous or cut-to-length

Precision-engineered drive belts, fabricated to suit application requirements.
A variety of surface structures on offer to ensure maximum performance under ideal or 
adverse running conditions, including non-marking and abrasion resistant elastonomers.
The Butane rubber compounds used in the belt construction are wear resistant and ensure 
high power transmission capacity at narrow widths.
Excellent directional stability, energy saving, quiet running and excellent durability 
guaranteed.



MECHANICAL FASTENERS

TIMING BELTS & SPLICING OF NON-STANDARD SIZES

ACCESSORIES & SUNDRIES

We are agents for FLEXCO products
Mechanical belt fastening systems
Endless splicing products
Belt cleaners and plows
Pulley lagging - Ceramic and specialised rubber
Belt cleats
Transfer-point systems
Belt maintenance and installation tools

Standard and non-standard timing belts.
Splicing of non-standard belts is our speciality, and open-ended belts in a number of pitches 
are available for linear drive applications.
Special coatings can be fitting to timing belts as per your requirements, with excellent lead 
times.
Form Filler belts (Otherwise known as draw-down belt) for form, fill and seal applications.

Skirt-board rubber
Cement and Adhesives
Wear strips
Elevator Buckets and Bolts
Roller tape covering and diamond roller lagging
POWERTWIST link V-Belt
Strip Curtain




